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Cascading Style Sheets (CSS) have made the web a
kaleidoscope of very interesting but complex content and
layout [45].
In recent times, there has been an explosion of
handheld and wearable devices capable of web browsing.
Due to their very nature, these devices have very small
display screens and viewing web pages on these small
screens is anything but practical [33]. Researches have
started to address this problem by manipulating web
pages so that that they are easily viewed on these devices
[38].
This paper presents a review of approaches for web
page manipulation for viewing on small screen devices.
Other aspects of web page analysis, such as classification
of web pages, or information retrieval techniques for web
pages etc. are not part of this review.

Abstract
Web browsing using small screen handheld devices is
becoming more and more common. There has been a
realization over the last couple of years that handheld
devices are becoming much more than Personal Digital
Assistants (PDAs), as were originally called, that they are
here to stay and are about to become direct competitors
to laptop and desktop computers. There were two
principal shortcomings that prevented the widespread
adoption of these devices in the past. The first was the
absence of workable connectivity and network access with
good speed. The second problem was its relatively tiny
display area. Since the incorporation of wireless
technology inside the handheld computers and 3.5G
systems offering high network speeds, the first problem is
being aggressively addressed. The second problem is a
different type of problem and requires manipulation of
web pages to create a different paradigm for serving and
browsing web pages. Researchers have been working to
solve this problem and this review presents a concise
summary of the state of the art of the research related to
web page manipulation for small screen devices.

2. Why Manipulate Web Pages?
There is a growing demand for viewing web pages on
small screen devices. Mobile viewing allows keeping in
touch with the rest of the world while on the move. So
web page re-authoring can be of great interest. Another
motivation is to summarize web content to help in rapid
viewing, as time is a very important commodity and the
amount of information available these days makes it
impossible to browse through entire web sites. Often there
is a demand for alternative browsing, such as the use of
voice ([10],[46]). Most email browsing software now
support HTML pages, which make the problem of
universal email accessibility a problem of web page
manipulation. Last, but not the least, web page
manipulation is often required in order to extract content
and transfer it to other formats, such as PDF and others.
In this scenario, web page manipulation supported with
document analysis techniques is the best choice.

1. Introduction
Web page manipulation is increasingly becoming a
very important part of document analysis and recognition
field. Aside from the fact that web documents pose many
fascinating research questions to researchers working in
the area of document analysis, and often challenge the
traditional document model, there are huge commercial
implications of this study. Within a decade of its
inception, web documents have become an integral part of
our daily lives. It has opened up a window of
immeasurable opportunities for information exchange,
sharing, connectivity, and interaction among diverse
groups of people.
However, the concept of a web page, as is traditionally
accepted and adopted, is aimed at desktop devices.
Especially in the mid-nineties, the cheaper high-resolution
monitors have aided in the rich and very sophisticated
web page designs. On top of that, integration of
multimedia objects, such as audio, video, games, use of
flash technology, java scripts, image maps, and the
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3. Low Level Manipulation of Web pages
Low level processing is the core of the web page
manipulation solution. This involves structural analysis of
the web by decomposition and subsequent processing. In
this approach, the web document is initially decomposed
into constituent segments exploiting the HTML data
structure [42]. Once segmented, content extraction can be
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attempted by classifying these segments into various
classes, such as image, text, story (large contiguous chunk
of text), titles, side bars, tables, top bars, advertisements
and so on [43]. When the classification of each segment is
known, segments of specific classes can be merged using
a set of rules.
Extraction and processing images also play a large
part in this process. It has been shown that a large fraction
of images found on the web contain textual information
which is never repeated [34]. Researchers have been
actively working on means to extract and recognize this
text embedded into these images ([4],[37]). Classification
of these images into various classes has also been
attempted [26].
On a slightly higher level, detection of specific
structures, such as tables, within web pages has been an
active research problem ([20],[27],[41],[47]). Using forms
within the narrow display area is another challenge [32].

page structure to generate more accurate output.
Researchers have also tried to exploit semantics to
leverage some linguistic knowledge of the web page
content ([39],[40]) while transcoding web pages.

4.3 Automated Re-authoring
There are some major disadvantages of transcoding.
The re-flow is in the natural order of the original
document, so less important content, such as top bars, left
bars, advertisements etc., needs to be browsed before
finding the more important content. In addition, this tries
to push the complete content of a web page to the small
screen device. These devices are usually low on memory
and often use a slower network speed. The alternate
solution is to analyze the document, extract its structure,
extract content, re-engineer a page and then display the
document. This usually creates a multi-dimensional
document structure from the flat two-dimensional web
document. There are three major approaches of automated
re-authoring. The next sections elaborate on this.

4. What are the Options for Web Page
Manipulation?

4.3.1 Table of Content

There are many ways in which web pages can be
manipulated. This section outlines these options.

In this approach, the document is re-created based on
extracted content and a heading is created. This heading
hides a hyperlink, which if selected, can load up details
associated with the headline [31]. So the first display per
web page is always a table of content (TOC) with
hyperlinks ([8],[44]). In this model, there can be any
number of abstractions, but practical considerations
dictate that any more than two levels is confusing for
most users ([11],[12],[13],[14]). Some attempts include
the use of a web digestor that can explore the structure of
a web page to detect 'blocks' of information and use
transcoding techniques to re-flow the content [9]. Other
attempts include approaches to identify content and then
either label the blocks of content or convert them to image
thumbnails, which in turn are connected to the details of
the relevant content ([50],[51],[52]).

4.1 By Hand
This was the first approach adopted by early systems.
The idea was that content will be maintained separately
for access by different devices, such as full HTML for
desktop and laptop devices, HTML 3 or under for PDA
devices and WAP or other formats for cell phones. It was
very quickly realized that the cost of maintaining separate
content bases can be enormous, and it was never
successfully implemented on a large scale. Some news
sites, such as the BBC (www.bbc.co.uk), still have text
only and PDA only versions. But the content is essentially
scaled down by a huge factor and in no way represents a
good solution.

4.2 Transcoding

4.3.2 Summarization

Transcoding is an automatic solution that attempts to
either replace the source of full HTML web pages of tags
that are not supported by the target browser or creating
approximations by creating closely resembling output
[30]. The output is simply re-flowed in the natural order
of the source document. Since this is an automated
solution, it does not require keeping and maintaining
separate content bases, and the conversion can be
dynamic and in real time.
Annotation based transcoding is also promising, and
initial
research
has been
very encouraging
([5],[23],[24],[25]). In order to support transcoding, an
active proxy design is very important ([7],[35]). Some
transcoding solutions ([28],[29]) try to exploit the web

Summarization of web pages is another approach of
web page re-authoring. In this approach, the content is not
simply separated into separate layers; the textual part of
the content is summarized using natural language
techniques [6]. Obviously this works best with web pages
that are predominantly textual in nature, but it is possible
to get decent results with most web pages. Specific
approaches targeted at email processing/viewing [21],
presentation/navigation of information retrieval results
[36], financial news delivery [49] and others have been
reported. Attempts to use context in summarizing web
pages is also being explored [22].
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